Forms. Forms. Forms.
You need them and we’ve got them.

More than 1,000 lawyers across all 50
States, Washington D.C. and Puerto Rico
have attended the FDCPA Boot Camp.
Jump start your Fair Debt Collection Practices
Act efforts at the premier plaintiff's FDCPA
training program in the nation. The Boot Camp
is a year's worth of litigation education in two
days. It's a lively, entertaining, and thorough
seminar. Get expert answers to your marketing,
intake, and litigation questions along with tools to
make your FDCPA practice soar!

🗄
FORMS

TOOLS

At the start of the Boot Camp, you’ll receive the
FDCPA Toolkit on a USB Snap-Drive. The
Toolkit is an electronic forms database
containing over 1,000 FDCPA litigation forms,
checklists, and practice tools. It’s chock full of
invaluable things to make your practice easier.

This is no wimpy CLE. It’s a torrent of
critical information taught in a useful way.
You’ll get nearly two full days of concise,
structured, and focused help on virtually every
area of FDCPA practice. If you can think of a
question that hasn’t already been asked, ask it.
It will get answered at the Boot Camp.
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There will be plenty of time for all of your case
selection, marketing, and strategy questions
over the course of two days.

“This seminar increased our knowledge
and con dence in suing under the
FDCPA. Our cases are now settling for
two to three times more than our preseminar demands. For anyone who
wants to truly represent consumers
under the FDCPA, Pete’s Boot Camp is
a must!”
David Krieger, Consumer Lawyer
Henderson, Nevada
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THE FDCPA BOOT CAMP
An Intensive Litigation Primer On
Suing Debt Collectors Under The
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act

A Great Legal Learning Experience

“[The] FDCPA Boot Camp is the
quintessential training for anyone
thinking of delving into this area of law.
A useful and very enlightening two
days. The forms alone are worth ten
times the price. Highly recommended.”
Ronald Wilcox, Consumer Lawyer
NACBA/NACA Member
San Jose, California

Simple. Concise. Complete. The FDCPA
Boot Camp is an intensive legal training
experience designed to help new and
experienced lawyers hone their litigation
skills in suing debt collectors. The Boot
Camp contains hundreds of critical topics,
strategies, and tactics presented in a lively,
systematic way to help
launch your new
FDCPA practice, or
make your existing
FDCPA practice shine.
The boot camp is
centered on two simple
concepts: While not
every collection account
is destined to become an
FDCPA claim; every
FDCPA claim is
destined to become a
better FDCPA claim.
That’s what I like to call
Barry’s Law and its
Corollary. These two
principles are infused in
my FDCPA practice
and I hope to have the
chance to show you
why.
The Boot Camp experience looks at things
from a long-term consumer lawyering
perspective starting from 1996, evaluating
and litigating thousands of FDCPA cases.

The materials and content are drawn from
dozens of previous Boot Camps, consumer
law classes, and CLEs I have taught. I use a
combination of real-life video, audio, lecture
and practical tips to help you dive into the
deep end of FDCPA.
There is nothing like
the FDCPA Boot
Camp anywhere else
in the world. I want
your experience to be
the best it can possibly
be and I want you to
enjoy your stay. This
short brochure is
intended to cover your
basic questions about
the Boot Camp, but I
encourage you to drop
me an email if you
have others that aren’t
covered here. I can be
reached at
(612) 379-8800 or at
pbarry@lawpoint.com.
I am genuinely excited
to spend two days
helping you make things right for consumers
—by righting the wrongs of debt collectors.
-Pete Barry

Register Now at www.fdcpabootcamp.com

